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WINE MENU
WHITES

Glass

Bottle

VIGNAIOLI SCANTIANUM VERMENTINO – TUSCANY, ITALY

14

54

CAMPET ST. MARIE CHARDONNAY – LIMOUX, FRANCE

11

42

COUR DE LA ROCHE SAUVIGNON BLANC – TOURAINE, FRANCE

11

42

PINE RIDGE VIOGNIER BLEND – NAPA, CA

12

46

CHALK HILL RUSSIAN RIVER CHARDONNAY – SONOMA, CA

14

54

PIATELLE PREMIUM RESERVE TORRONTES – CAFAYATE, ARGENTINA

12

46

A blend of Vermentino and Sauvignon Blanc from the Tuscan coast. This lovely wine wakes up the senses with a rich bouquet of ﬂoral and
fruity notes enriched by charming mineral nuances. The palate is fresh with intense citrus ﬂavors and a nice weight, long and persistent
ﬁnish.
Grapes are planted on steep hills on limestone soils in cooler areas locally called “Campet” contributing to making a Burgundy style
Chardonnay. The aromas of stone fruits, citrus and oak spice lead to a round, ﬂeshy, mouthful of Honeycrisp apple and Bosch pear ﬂavors
accented by lemon drop. On the ﬁnish a touch of butter and refreshing acidity makes it just delicious.
From one of the oldest single estates of the Loire Valley, this Sauvignon presents itself with aromas of ripe fruit and citrus; a wonderful
taste of ripe guava fruit emerges on the palate reﬂecting traces of minerality and its hallmark of crisp acidity.

This medium-bodied wine tastes vivid and tangy but also boasts rich, ripe and round characteristics that broaden the ﬂavors and lead to a
lingering ﬁnish. The Chenin Blanc notably high acidity and unique ﬂavor of ﬂower and damp straw add a layer of complexity that really
wake up the taste buds.
Aromas of lemon, zested orange peel and a hint of toasty marshmallow. Balanced and full of concentrated ﬂavors of lemon oil followed
by rich and creamy minerality. Long, rich and elegant.

From one of the highest vineyards in the world this elegant and Gold Medal award winner Torrontes is a wonderful rendition of the grape.
White ﬂowers and bursting tropical fruits on the nose; the aromatic notes resonate in the mouth showing plenty of dried-lemon,
grapefruit and apple character. Crisp, layered and delicious.

*CARPENE MALVOTTI PROSECCO BRUT
*CARPENE MALVOTTI PROSECCO ROSÉ

9
10

ROSÉS
REID’S ROSÉ - CALIFORNIA

12

N/A

CH. LES BUGADELLES CUVEE SANDOKHAN – LANGUEDOC, FR

17

66

BRAGUERI CABERNET SAUVIGNON – PRIMOSKA, SLOVENIA

16

62

B. MASUT “PICARO” TEMPRANILLO – TORO, SPAIN

12

46

JUGGERNAUT CABERNET SAUVIGNON – CALIFORNIA

14

56

GUILLAUME GONNET “LE MAESTRO”- CÔTE DU RHÔNE, FRANCE

15

58

CHÂTEAU DE MACARD BORDEAUX – BORDEAUX, FRANCE

17

66

CH. DE PONCIÉ LE PRÉ ROI “FLEURIE” GAMAY CRU – FRANCE

15

58

VAJRA ROSSO LANGHE – PIEMONTE, ITALY

11

42

Pale pink with orange highlights, our Rosé carries a complex range of fruit characters including cherry, peach, rhubarb, and red apple, as
well as fresh, zesty acidity. Notes of orange peel and a subtle savory personality are marked by soft notes of salinity.

REDS
Bold and brambly blackberry, cherry aromas are interlaced with notes of wet tree bark, cinnamon stick and savory herbs. The
medium-weight mouthfeel boasts velvety tannins and plush, ripe black fruits ﬂavors barely showing a lick of slate-like minerality that carry
into a well balance persistent ﬁnish. A blend of Syrah and Grenache Noir.
A full bodied and elegant Cabernet deep in color with purple reﬂections. The most enticing aromas of blackcurrant, plum marmalade, cocoa
and dark chocolate boost from the glass provoking you to take the ﬁrst sip. The palate is velvety rich, with soft tannins, extremely
harmonious and complex.
Wines produced in this region of Spain embody precision and power intended to subdue any individual with its intense aromas and profound
ﬂavors. Picaro is made from 80 year- old vines and even as a young fresh wine possesses intense aroma of blackberries and blueberries, slowly
releasing mineral notes and adding complexity to the wine. The palate is dominated by black plums, cherries, currants. Mild tannins linger
on the ﬁnish.
French oak beautifully transforms intense mountain fruit into a wine with uncommon richness, yet smooth and luxurious texture. Juggernaut
Hillside Cabernet is a wine that is ﬁerce, brave, and delicious. Luxurious texture with black currants and vanilla.
Made by one of the most admired winemakers of the region Gonnet created another wine gem. A blend of Grenache, Mourvedre and Syrah
grown in blue clay and polished stones. Tree bark, savory smoked herbs with ripe dark fruits in the nose; powerful, rich with earthy and spice
components.
Ch. de Macard is in the village of Pessac sur Dordogne. The terroir is exceptional and unique to the area, it has all the components to make a
great wine including limestone, gravel and clay to give power. Elegantly perfumed with a smoky character lying over blackberry fruit. First
sip and the wine bursts with mineral, plum and freshly cut violets.
Brilliant color reﬂecting violet nuances; intense powerful aromas of ﬁre- wood, berries, and mint. Violets and peonies complete the complex
nose while the palate is enhanced by cherry and blueberry fruit caressed by delicate spicy drops and a remarkable length.
This Langhe Rosso is red blend of heirloom varieties, including Nebbiolo, Barbera, Dolcetto and the rare Freisa grape. An aromatic
expression of a young Nebbiolo, smooth, savory red oﬀers aromas of ripe black-skinned fruit, eucalyptus and the barest whiﬀ of truﬄe. The
round, succulent palate delivers black cherry jam, white pepper along with chewy tannins.

wine bottles from retail consumed at the bar must be $25 or higher
*Excluded from all wine promptions and specials

